2020
Features list

The Journal of International Security

January 2020

June 2020

Bonus distribution at GPEC, SICUR

Bonus distribution at NATIA

Disaster recovery and why it matters
Security for smart cities of the future
Women’s role in the security world
Rise of the far right
Mobile police technology
Malicious remote desktop protocol cyber hacking explained
Why wireless mobility is the key to secure military comms

Training for hostile environments
Protecting CNI in the digital age
Latest handheld trace detection innovations
Keeping boundaries secure
Satellite surveillance: why it still matters
Keeping airports safe from threat
Manned security and why it still beats AI

February 2020

July/Aug 2020

Bonus distribution at Security and Policing, ISNR Abu Dhabi,
Border Security Expo, ISC West

Bonus distribution at Maritime Security and
Defence, ASIS US, Emergency Services Show

Keeping tourists safe in the UK
CNI security
Short-term fencing and perimeter solutions for emergencies
EOD robots and their use in the field
Tactical communications in times of emergency
Blast containment explained and the latest developments
The role of the navy in protecting our border

Providing protection and security for music festivals
Advancements in digital forensics
Security innovations for architects and planners
The latest TSCM solutions and developments
Transports security: protecting freight and
stopping smuggling
CCTV’s watching brief
Protecting your business from hardware attacks

March 2020
Bonus distribution at ASIS Europe, SOFEX

Deep Fake fraud and how to spot it
Fighting back against the drones
Securing your country’s borders
Airport security: keeping tourists safe
CCTV and citizens data protection rights
Protecting soft targets
Why CEOs are the weakest link when it comes to cyber security

April 2020
Bonus distribution at Security & Counter Terror Expo, IFSEC

Protecting places of worship
Evolution of facial recognition technology
Transport security: protecting trains, stations and passengers
Bollards and planters: pavement furniture that protects
CCTVs and fencing: designing a perimeter for your building
Weapon detection: latest developments and innovations
Rise of the lone wolf attacker

May 2020
Bonus distribution at Eurosatory, IABTI, SECUREX

VIP protection
Biometrics and why they matter
Public warning systems for national incidents
Euro 2020 security
Postal service safety: the importance of x-ray and thermal imaging
Data protection dos and don’ts
Digital forensics to help the police service

September 2020

Bonus distribution at Security Essen,
Biometrics, Euronaval

Thermal imaging: where it’s used and why it matters
The role of dogs in the manned security world
Prison security: keeping guards and prisoners safe
Fake news and the rise of cyber warfare
Number plate recognition and monitoring potential threats
Cyber security and why your organisation needs to
take it more seriously
Underwater security and harbour protection

October 2020

Bonus distribution at UK Security Expo, Milipol
Qatar, CBRN Symposium

Preventing and detecting document fraud
Identity fraud: tricks of the trade and how to spot them
Border patrols: how they operate and why they matter
Armoured vehicles for civilians and soldiers
University campus security: keeping students safe
Web security: most dangerous myths debunked
Tackling breaches in the financial industry

November/December 2020
Bonus distribution at Intersec

Protecting our critical national infrastructure
Automated security for airports
Growing importance of AI in security
Spoofing and ensuring GPS security
Bollards and blockers: keeping the public safe
Mine detection and removal: latest techniques
Combating chemical weapons

Please note – this list is subject to change. For an updated list, please see our website:

www.intersec.co.uk

